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Chapter 5: Uncertain Taxonomies of Uncertain 

 

Taxonomies of uncertain as well  
as uncertain taxonomies begin  
with revolt  
demand immediate recognition  
of stone’s pov in relation  
to new energy vectors 
 
The sub-sub librarian 
would no doubt have a thing 
or two to add to that 
but remains bifurcated  
in the vaults which sometimes 
disguise warrens 

 
Initially taxonomies 

seem the way to go – folio 
octavo, duodecimo ring with genuine 
literary irony for those in the know 
even deserve inclusion 
in the Anthology of Taxonomies 
 
No taxonomy without representation 
calls into question wind water  
shift rise surge entangled 
chaos with sure fire belonging rituals’ 
potent display of US metaphysics’  
apocalyptic precursor  
twitter effluvia – give me 
liberty or give me a hefty  
line of credit so I can buy  
a Walmart air con – what  
climate change? – Bomb  
the Chinks but don’t tread  
on my knock off Versace  
make America great 
again tee-shirt 
 
(3 bucks what  
a steal) 
 

Beginning with vegetable 



uncertain or animal uncertain 
won’t explain light’s 
strange liquidity leaves nominal 
arrangement’s illuminated pulse 
surging toward shore 
when the wind shifts 
to the north east 

Taxonomy watches 
it unfold against the rocks 
while trying to distinguish 
sexual desire, sexual love 
and erotic play in pursuit 
of a more perfect union 
while just over there 
spider arranges husks 
of its hunger along web’s 
radial spread traps  
entangled light too 
 

A Taxonomy of Causes 
1) Socio-economic disparities determined by inequities of race and class causes 
2) Incursions of eternal eventforms causes 
3) Shit happens causes 
4) Your mama causes 
5) Just because causes 
6) Sub-atomic quantum effect weird causes 
7) Random non-cause causes 
8) Sex causes 
9) Evil causes 
10) Uncertain causes 

 
Lunching in Deleuze’s Diner with Uncertain (with thanks to Joshua Ramey) 
 
Anexact essences magical knowledge 
crystallizes time in nonhuman becoming 
births individuating world’s 
multiplicity of discontinuous  
durations anorganic distilled 
 
cosmic blocs intense vibrational 
states of matter in unforeseen 
dimensions of sound, colour 
and time mapped singular points 
intensive feeds irreducible 
 
spread of entangled processes 



occur in nomadic, anarchic 
distribution modes where diagrams 
of immanence in a creative zone 
of indiscernibility and real 
 
virtual potencies breed a sure 
fire maelstrom of meaning, 
conjectural images, and an infinite 
network of energetic relays 
exchanges, transitions, affective 
 
vertigo in the face of imbricated 
ambulant couplings open 
a delicate sieve through which 
a little pure chaos 
may enter 
 

A Taxonomy of Uncertain 
1) Sort of uncertain 
2) Moderately uncertain 
3) Stumped uncertain 
4) Skeptical uncertain 
5) On the verge of affective vertigo in the face of imbricated ambulant couplings uncertain 
6) Bewildered uncertain 
7) Flummoxed uncertain 
8) Sunk in a maelstrom of meaning uncertain 
9) Beyond the pale from a great height uncertain 

10) On the horns of a dilemma uncertain 
11) Stopping by woods on a snowy evening pretending you’re uncertain uncertain 
12) Ludwig Wittgenstein uncertain 

 
Follow the blue line leads  
to more perplexity than a line 
deserves as often occurs 
with unruly taxonomies in heat  
in an era of homeopathic 
doses of Apocalypse 

The line 
leads into the Warren, rich 
with shuts and war vibe’s 
enclosure 

Cluster comes later 
with city’s crammed space 
proliferate passage’s 
confused knots of purpose 

Follow  



the yellow line differs  
superficially but telic 
considerations being 
what they are leads 
to the same Door 

Follow the red line  
ditto 

Lines of men and lines 
on the floor – red, blue 
yellow, green – a difficult 
intricate knot dance into Machine’s 
maw, a neat bit of alliteration 
meant to become a turning  
an intention of m, closed mouth 
agent of the speechless mysterium 
 
mmmm, mmmmm 
 
Taxonomies of mystery fail 
to initialize in the light of uncertain 
antecedents leave cause 
in a state of unknown origin 
 
Then what? 
 
The bus pulls up outside 
the Warren, each store front  
feeding gathered bodies into lines  
that stop and start and stop, lines 
of men following lines  
on the floor, all leading 
to war 

then the acid hits 
big time, can opener moment 
cosmic death horror spills 
from the burst continuum 
Machine’s infernal roots 
each unfolding moment  
into red face demonic scream 
 
GET BACK  
 
RETURN TO THE LINE 
 
GET BACK IN LINE  
 



but that can’t happen  
since a number of other  
dimensions have joined 
the party by this time  

(which is the Time 
of mystery’s obfuscation 
shrunken apprehension  
regularized cruelties arrayed electric  
specificity of contorted  
cavernous mouths 
screaming 
 

When taxonomical wreck staggers 
from the line, force kicks in,  hard hands 
drag it down coloured lines  
station to station, passage 
after passage, red line, yellow line 
green line, blue line 
till approved Killer Unit Status 
Ready for Training stamped and fed 
out the Doom Program Door 
egress, or is it ingress, the couloured 
lines leading into mind’s 
Mountains of Mordor, red 
face screaming of shame when it 
 
snaps 
 
leaps up 
screams into red face 
screams out of line, screams 
into the scream 

 
and then sudden  
sun sodden street 
a dazed speck blinking 
ejected into city’s maze 

 
 
Obscure afflictions step out 
of time, continue aberrant lines of affect 
affirmed in puppy’s dream whimper 
 

Deep warrens and wide beneath 
Mountains of Mordor 
uncertain geography, locale 



to be determined 
 

A Taxonomy of Warrens 
1) Walled City of Kowloon warren 
2) if I can just get offa this LA freeway warren 
3) rat’s nest warren 
4) under the Mountains of Mordor warren 
5) rabbit’s warren warren 
6) metaphoric Unconscious warren 
7) Warren Tallman warren 
8) Kenneth Warren warren 
9) garden of forking paths warren 
10) how the fuck did I end up here warren (see also Taxonomy of Uncertain #7) 
11) a veritable warren of misconceptions warren 
12) compulsory Killer-Unit Processing Centre warren 

 
     

Scattering a few aleatory 
remarks on the ground  
 
is a good way to start 
if you can find the ground 
 
Divining helps in the right 
light and may illuminate 
 
imperceptible forces project 
themselves into vocabulary 
 
known to have followed the blue 
line, not to mention the red 
 
threads through the Warren  
abandoned polite taxonomies 
 
in full dress uniform 
screaming to  
 
GET BACK IN LINE 
 

NOTE: Leaving the line – whatever its colour – has been known to give rise to aberrant taxonomies 
of discontent whose in the light of leaves hopeless confusion devised tactics suitable to violate 
syntactic relationship to the world and initiate adventures of sense in the midst of burning forests, 
weather phenomena previously thought to exist only in certain quadrants of Jupiter’s larger moons, 
and random collective and individual acts of misery and mass murder in the name of God, leaving 
bodies to be disposed of, to drift away in columns of honourable smoke. 



 
The housemind is figured  
pointless, arrested in secret 
passage through walls beneath draped 
vestiges from before the war 
Saturday morning noir, old 
lady smell, powder, corsets, angel 
food, Deco lamps spilled shadow  
into boulevards’ lost world’s 
before the war 
crumbling glamour recalled 
in light’s shimmer on submerged 
stones left by glacial retreat 

A storm cellar  
in a land of no storms, insistent  
mark of leaving, of having left 
without leaving, boxes stacked 
in recesses of dank earth 
filled with ice skates  
in the desert, The Phantom, 
a railroad, mysteries  
of a father’s childhood 
 
 

A Taxonomy of Wars 
1) World War wars 
2) Mental Combat wars 
3) Wars to End All Wars wars 
4) War on Christmas wars 
5) Asymmetrical War wars 
6) Ongoing operations to eliminate all pockets of resistance wars 
7) Poetry War (©Tom Clark) wars 
8) All Out War wars 
9) Peacekeeping wars 
10) Outside the Doom Program Door at the end of the coloured lines wars 

 
Each room’s potent  
passage, spatial adventure 
crawling through closet window 
egress into mystery’s chiaroscuro game 
love and death acted out in tough 
story’s choreographed embrace 
with the architecture  
of a flickering world 
while Grandmother sleeps 
 



Then another shooting drops 
into the field, an interruption 
approaches daily regularity as war 
seeps through tissue of interdimensional 
discriminations sewing confusion 
in systemic despotisms even as it 
mows down music lovers  
in paroxysm of sheer life hatred 
leaks in from some zone of unmitigated 
pain at the point 
of maximum contraction 
 

Follow the blue line into taxonomy 
of death driven discernment 
of utility to the Machine, sorting 
flesh’s agility following the blue 
line, yellow line, without compunction 
yields to the despotism of signs scream 
stay in line or face the rage 
of He who wields pain 
 

 
The old woman in black lurks 
in the margins, patient, waits 
for the noise to stop, recalls 
a taxonomy of roses dances 
with the light, catches it 
in shifting patterns flow with the flow 
of earth and sky through her 
fingers 

Bodies flow through salvaged 
beds, onions, trunks, jewelry glitter 
chiles, knives, jicama, coins  
to the eternal beat of Mel’s  
Slick Stick One Man Band 
in wantneed’s itinerant  
distribution links 
 
The old woman in black stands 
at the pile of chiles, sorting 
is a fine sieve, a syntactic net 
in place among powder, 
corsets, vestiges of before the war 
tucked into subterranean nook 
in the storm cellar where roots  
dangle without irony 



from earthen walls 
 
She must have been waiting 
all those years  
for her text 
suddenly become a map 
 

A Taxonomy of Texts 
1) Interlinear to texts texts 
2) University text book texts 
3) People in the rear view mirror texts 
4) Freudian dream text texts 
5) Contextual texts 
6) Anti-textual non-text texts 
7) Essential texts 
8) Shamanic vocalic incantatory texts 
9) Itinerate disposition of wild signs texts 
10) An old woman dressed in black sorting chiles text 

 
Her hands too fast to follow, taxonomies  
of touch faster than light 
in crowd surge, sweat, coconut 
scented air, beer 
Mel’s Slick Stick rendition 
of the music of the spheres 
to keep Time, her blurred hands 
knowing beyond theurgy’s pale 
and idolatries of history, impossible  
intimacy with unimaginable 
animal dwells deep in the thought 
of the Rose and artisanal taxonomies 
of creative destruction, destructive 
creation, her hands a blur 
gnostic flesh sorting 
 

If you say tomato, and I say tomahto 
are taxonomic virtualities invoked 
beyond the usual kind, or is the difference 
merely a fluke of unconditional 
levity looking for a way to evade 
untoward advances of serious 
literary ambition 

Who’s yer Daddy  
reverberates beyond immediate  
textual locale in prize winning 
attention to permission’s  



dubious welcome 
while uncertain outcomes 

wake in derelict neighbourhoods 
where gangs of taxonomical atavisms  
chant names of mystery entities  
in kaleidoscopic order  
 

 


